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Watch the Bengali movie about Chander Pahar online at hoichoi.n The popular novel
written by Bibhutibhushan Bandyopadhyay was successfully adapted as an epic

blockbuster. awards and prizes from the most famous festivals.The focus is on the love
story between a young weaver and the beautiful Katti Chauti, the daughter of the chief of

the Phadundhu tribe.They are in trouble, and in order to survive, they need to escape
from their native village, find a rich village where there are no evil monsters, and never
come back.The couple go on an adventure and discover the secrets of magic, blade, fire
and stars.Half of India dreams about them because it is the most romantic and exciting

love story.In 2004, the film was in the short Oscar nomination list.The film won the
BRIT Award and the Best Feature Film award at the Berlin Film Festival.India was

preparing for the Oscars in suffered a nervous breakdown, but everything went
flawlessly, and the film won an award. Chand Per Gyal is a young man from a simple
family who lives in the village of Mandit. All members of this family revere traditions

and religious sentiments, and Chand Pe does the same. And then one day he meets a girl
who is the complete opposite of his ideals. This girl is beautiful, cheerful, light and easy
with her, as if she were dancing. And this one day becomes the beginning between them,

he falls in love with her, while she never suspects his feelings.
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